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MY SCD PLANNER
Information, tools, and trackers to help you manage SCD.
Managing sickle cell disease (SCD) can be challenging. My SCD Planner is

What’s Inside

designed to help you learn more about SCD, understand how pain crises can

• Understanding SCD, Pain Crises & Triggers
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affect your life, set goals for your future, and much more. You’ll also find activities

• Understanding the Impact of Pain Crises on Your Life
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and tips to motivate and empower you!

• Setting Your Goals
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Below are additional online resources:

• Tracking Pain Crises
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• Inspiration & Motivation
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• Techniques for Managing Emotions
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• Breathing Exercise
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• Guided Coloring
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• Tips for Getting the Most Out of Your Doctor Visits
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• Download the SCD Companion app to connect with others, including a
mentor, and to create your digital diary
• Visit TodayMyWay-SCD.com for even more information,
resources, and tools to help you manage SCD

Let’s get started!

Personalize your planner.
Write your name here.

TOOLS TO ASSIST YOU IN MANAGING SCD
As someone who lives with sickle cell, you may already have a good understanding
of the disease. But did you know there’s more to the story than sickled red blood
cells? It’s important to understand what happens to your blood when you have
SCD and how that impacts pain crises, which is one of the hardest parts of SCD.

What happens to your blood when you have sickle cell disease?
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Sickle cell disease affects hemoglobin, the protein in red blood cells that delivers oxygen to cells throughout
the body. People with SCD have atypical (abnormal) hemoglobin caused by hemoglobin S (HbS), which can
change red blood cells into a sickle shape, making them look like a crescent. This impacts their ability to
carry oxygen. However, SCD goes beyond red blood cells. The disease has an often silent, ongoing effect on
blood vessels and other blood cells, too, such as white blood cells and platelets.
Red blood cells

White blood cells

What are pain crises?
Pain crisis occur when clusters get too large and can cause blockages in the blood vessels. This can
result in sudden, unpredictable, and intense episodes of pain. These pain crises can also cause other
sudden complications that may require medical help. Your health care team may refer to pain crises as
vaso-occlusive [vey-soh oh-kloo-ziv] crises or VOCs.

Platelets

First, blood cells get “sticky.”
PLATELET
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(P-SELECTIN)

When there’s inflammation to damaged blood vessels, the blood cells
start to stick to each other and to the blood vessel walls. This is what
causes P-selectin molecules to get “turned on,” which results in cells
getting “sticky.” Your doctor may refer to this as multi-cellular adhesion.
This is also referred to as the “sticky factor.”

What can trigger a pain crisis?
As you know, it isn’t always possible to identify what sets off a pain crisis,
but triggers can include the following :

Dehydration

Then, these blood cells group together and cluster.
There may be many clusters in the bloodstream.

hot and cold temperatures
Infection

Red blood cells

White blood cells

Platelets

Clusters then build up and form blockages.

Stress

Similar to a clogged drain that stops water from flowing freely, clusters
can make it difficult for blood and oxygen to flow through the vessels.

Low oxygen intake

This process is what can lead to pain crises
(also called pain episodes).
Pain

1. Zhang D, Xu C, Manwani D, Frenette PS. Neutrophils, platelets, and inflammatory pathways at the nexus of sickle cell disease pathophysiology. Blood . 2016;127(7)801-809.
2. Conran N, Franco-Penteado CF, Costa FF. Newer aspects of the pathophysiology of sickle cell disease vaso-occlusion. Hemoglobin. 2009;33(1):1-16.
3. Data on file. Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corporation; 2020.
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What is the impact of pain crises on your life? Think about how pain crises may have affected you in
different ways. Circle the number closest to how you feel.

UNDERSTANDING THE IMPACT

OF PAIN CRISES

(Use it as a communication tool with your doctor)
date :

Sickle cell disease can have a widespread effect on the body. This can make

Pain crises have affected my
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managing the condition feel overwhelming. But, when you understand how
pain crises (also called pain episodes) affect your mind, body, and overall life,
you can be more prepared to talk with your doctor about how your SCD can
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Emotional health
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be better managed.

How may SCD and pain crises impact quality of life?

Fatigue

Bone aches and joint stiffness
Headache
anxietyrisk
Greater
for sleep

Work

school

Breathing issues
Depression and anxiety

Tip: Use this sheet as a tool to see how pain crises may affect your life, now and in the future.
Compare your answers over time to see any changes.

Insomnia

Think About Your Goals
Greater risk
for sleep

Now that you’ve answered these questions about how pain crises affect your life, take time to think
about what changes you want to see. Decide what plans you’re looking forward to making. There is no
such thing as a right or wrong goal. You are in charge of what matters most in your life.
As someone who lives with pain crises, you know that they can be one of the
most difficult parts of sickle cell disease often lasting for many days—and can

Ready to set your goals?

LET’S GO!

be so bad that you need to go to the hospital.
Pain
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An Example done by Mr. Zakariya Al Kadhem

Set Your Goals
Taking the time to think about your goals can help you stay focused on what you are working toward.
To help get you started
c, check off any of the goals here, fill in more details in the spaces provided, or write
your own. It may also help to picture your goals by drawing or writing about them in the box below.

MY SOCIAL LIFE/RELATIONSHIPS
I want to spend more time with people I care about by allow them to help or teach me

reading the same book or have more time with them instead of locking myself in my room
MY PHYSICAL HEALTH
I want to be more active by (walking, dancing, playing with my kids, etc.)

i want to do well with sickle cell playing with my kids, leading sickle cell warriors to live

share my story , emotional feeling , go for picnic, and watching movie
I want to find more time for hobbies or activities like cooking, cartooning, riding a horse,

learn new things about agriculture, carpentry and home repairs.

longer quality life, helping others and coaching students
I want to prevent future SCD health challenges by

understanding my own lifestyle, having a proper diet, vaccination, regular doctor followup,
avoid dehydration and keep my pain management diary

I want to give more time to my faith and my community by volunteer helping some one
Other Speak to the people

Other volunteer helping others, get a pet, good company, avoid smoking and

over-exhaustion avoid stress environments, keep my emotional health,
get supplements, walking, avoid heat or cold weather, avoid tight clothes
and have enough sleep

MY WORK/SCHOOL
I want to finish school
I want to find a new job or change careers

MY EMOTIONAL HEALTH
I want to feel less stressed about

I want to learn a new skill
Other to get my PHD

getting or keeping a job, living longer, stigma, fall in love, raise a child, get retirement,
life insurance walking ability, my sexual health, losing a friend or death.
I want to feel more positive about my future

walking, reading, writing my story, painting, get a good friend, get a pet, get enough sleep,

DRAW OR WRITE
YOUR GOALS HERE.

see my counselor, get the job done, and helping others or advocate sickle cell,
join yoga or meditation classes
Other

fight for a cause, go for higher studies, help students with sickle cell, plant a tree
free a bird and find something new to do or to learn
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Set Your Goals
Taking the time to think about your goals can help you stay focused on what you are working toward.
To help get you started, check off any of the goals here , fill in more details in the spaces provided, or write
your own. It may also help to picture your goals by drawing or writing about them in the box below.

MY SOCIAL LIFE/RELATIONSHIPS
I want to spend more time with people I care about by

MY PHYSICAL HEALTH
I want to be more active by (walking, dancing, playing with my kids, etc.)

I want to prevent future SCD health challenges by

I want to find more time for hobbies or activities like

I want to give more time to my faith and my community by
Other

Other

MY WORK/SCHOOL
I want to finish school
I want to find a new job or change careers

MY EMOTIONAL HEALTH
I want to feel less stressed about

I want to feel more positive about my future

I want to learn a new skill
Other

DRAW OR WRITE
YOUR GOALS HERE.

Other
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SCD TRACKER

Write Down When The Pain Crisis Started
And ended And How It Was Managed.

What, If Anything, Happened Before?
What Were The Triggers? Circle.

Where Did You Feel It?
Circle The Affected Areas.

Start Date Of VOC
Temperature
Change

Tracking pain crises and triggers can
help you become more aware of what’s
happening in your body.
This SCD Tracker can help you record
pain crises, symptoms, triggers, and
other important information about pain
crises. This can help you have more
detailed conversations with your doctor.
It’s important to talk with your doctor
when a pain crisis occurs. He or she
can advise you on how to manage the
episode. You might also want to talk
about treatment options that may help
with pain crises in the future.

Front

End Date Of VOC

Wind

Altitude

Stress

Back
Exercise Dehydration Infection Nothing

What Were You Unable To Do During
This Time? Circle.

Where The VOC Was Managed?

Other

Home
Hospital
School
School

Duration Of VOC:

Work

Work

Sleep

Take Care
Of Family

Other

Missed Work/School Days:

Pain Medication

How Intense Was Your Pain?
Circle The Number And Description.
1

2

Slight

3

Mild

4

What Did You Do To Help The Pain?

5

6

Moderate

7

8

Severe

9

10

Any Other Symptoms? Check The Box.
Tired

Fever

Shortness
Of Breath

Dizziness

Nausea

Other

Tip

Went To ER

Relaxation Technique
Other

Extreme

Notes:

See Sickle Cell Disease Tracker. Tracking every pain crisis can
help you see changes from one episode to the next. This is important
information for you and your doctor.
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What Motivates You?
FEEL MORE INSPIRED

Think about the people, places, and things that inspire you to manage your condition, including staying on
track with your treatment. Circle the words below that motivate you or add some of your own:

Millions of people across the world have sickle cell disease.
Many live with its challenges, just like you.
It can affect your relationships, work and school, and your emotional well-being. You may feel frustrated by
your symptoms, worried that your SCD will get worse, and concerned about passing it onto your children.
But there is hope for change. As more people with SCD share their stories, more people are learning
how to manage SCD. Hearing how others have faced similar challenges can help you feel inspired
to do the same.

Write more words here that motivate you:

Build Your Support Network
Staying connected with others—both online and in person—can help you feel less alone and more
supported. Family, friends, and other people with SCD are often among those who can offer you great
support, especially during times when you need it most.
Share your experiences. Apps and social platforms like Facebook are good places to
share your progress—and challenges—with SCD. Invite friends and family to join these
groups. You’ll have a network to cheer you on and support you.
To know more visit the below channels:

INSPIRATION FROM ACROSS THE WORLD

1- Not Alone in Sickle Cell Youtube channel
2- Not Alone in Sickle Cell Instagram channel

“Wisdom does not
come alone,
it always travels
with the struggle.
You think you may
choose to watch
the struggle and gain
wisdom, oh dear,
that’s definitely
not a SCD warrior.”

“The more we know
about the health of
our bodies, the further
we will move away from
the hospital beds”

“I turn my pain
into beatiful pieces of art,
instead of complaining,
giving up or
doing nothing"

- Mr. Zakareya

- Mr. Ahmed

“You are a warrior,
you have a new day
and a bright daylight,
do not give up !”

3- Not Alone in Sickle Cell facebook channel
4- RethinkSickleCellDisease.com
5- NotAloneinSickleCell.com

- Ms. Hawraa

- Mr. Mohammad

To hear their inspirational stories, go to www.NotAloneInSickleCell.com

Find local support groups, such as:
1- SCDBH Instagram page
2- SCDBH facebook page
3- SCDBH Twitter page
4- OHBDA Instagram page
5- OHBDA Twitter page

Sharing your story in person, and being an inspiration to other people with SCD,
especially those who are in your community, can be very motivating.
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Learning how to manage your emotions is an important part of your SCD care. It can
start with small steps, and it may take time. Try different approaches to find what works
best for you. And remember there is no right or wrong way to feel.

TO HELP MANAGE EMOTIONS:

1

Manage Your Emotions
With SCD, you understand that sometimes it can be hard to stay positive.
Here are a few tips for managing your emotions.

IF YOU FEEL…

TRY TO…

Unmotivated

• Think about how you felt before starting treatment and remind
yourself of your goals
• Use prayer
• Share your story to help someone else with SCD

Sad

• Focus on the positives
• Write your feelings in a journal
• Talk with a counselor or psychologist

Alone

• Spend time with your favorite people
• Get support by visiting TodayMyWay-SCD.com
• Connect with others via mobile apps and social media

Scared

• Talk with your health care provider
• Call or text your best friend/family member/mentor
• Find support groups in your area

Try meditation or breathing exercises
to help manage stress. Here’s an
example to get you started.

2

Think about your goals for the future
and what you want to achieve to help

Practice Deep Breathing

you stay positive (see page 6 to help
you set your goals).

3

Write your feelings in a journal or on
the pages in this guide.

• Sit comfortably
• Breathe in and out through the nose
• Find a breathing rate that is
comfortable for you.

4

Talk with a counselor

For example, you could slowly

or psychologist.

breathe in for 4 counts and out for
4 counts

5

Find a mentor or be a mentor
to others with SCD.

• Or, consider adding a short silent
phrase to the breathing: for example,
“I am” on the inhalation and “relaxed”

Think about what helps you manage your emotions. Write your thoughts here:

on the exhalation
• Check in with yourself to see how

When I don’t feel positive, I try to:

you feel. A little calmer? A bit
more relaxed?
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DID YOU KNOW?
Studies show that guided
coloring can help decrease
anxiety. Yes, adults can benefit
from coloring, too! Use these
coloring pages to channel your
stress. As you color, let the
positive words from other
people around the world with
SCD inspire you.

“Reviewing our daily life schedule
and taking these notes helps us create
an accurate understanding of what our
body is going through, which would
leave a tangible impact in improving our
quality of life and transforming those lost
times in pain into happy times that we spend
with our families and the prosperity of our
business and the industry that distinguishes
us.”
—
-Zakareya Al Kadhem

“Even though I live with
this disease, I find ways to
create beautiful art, which
I use to ground myself
and take control of my life.”
Ahmed, Bahrain
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Drawing done by:
Jaafar Jomaa
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TOOLS TO ASSIST YOU

IN MANAGING SCD

Sample Questions to Ask Your Doctor
Prepare to have honest conversations with your doctor about your concerns. Think ahead of time about
the questions you might want to ask. Use this list to help you get started or create your own :

Taking an active role in your health care is one of the most important things you
can do for managing SCD. Here are some tips and tools to assist you in being
proactive in managing your own health.

Managing SCD
• I would like to make a plan for overall health maintenance to prevent additional illnesses.
How do I get started?

Get the Most From Your Health Care Visits

• What can I do now to help prevent future SCD health problems?

If you’ve ever left a doctor’s appointment feeling like you still have questions, you’re not alone. It’s important
for you to communicate how you’re feeling, express your concerns, and ask questions. Use these tips to
help you get the most out of your office visits.

Understanding Treatment
• What kind of results can I expect with treatment?
• Are there any side effects of this treatment?
• How long will I need to be on this treatment?

BEFORE

DURING

AFTER

Getting Support
• Think about the questions,
you have. Prepare a list of
questions in advance, starting
1
with the most important ones

• Start the appointment by
telling your doctor and
health care team the things
you want to discuss

• Keep a file of paperwork,
including test results,
imaging reports, and list
1
of medicines

• Ask questions and raise any
concerns that you have
• Take notes throughout the
conversation or ask your
provider to write a few
points down. You can also
take notes on your phone.
These notes can be helpful,
especially if you want to
research something at
home

• Organize your thoughts,
questions, trackers, and
paperwork in a notebook
or folder that you can bring
to your appointment. You
can also store information
electronically (eg, you may
want to take photos of your
• Repeat back what you
medical records, tests, etc.
just heard to make sure
and store all of this information
you understand
on your phone or tablet)
• Ask someone to come with
you to the appointment, if
you feel that would be helpful
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• Follow up on your doctor’s
and health care team’s
instructions., such as
making your next
appointment or filling
prescriptions
• Continue to track how
you are feeling or any
other questions for your
next appointment

• Where can I get help with stress, anxiety, or sadness?
• Are there support groups or patient advocacy groups that you would recommend?
• What other information is available to help me learn more?

Other (write your questions here):

• Call your health care
provider if you have any
problems or pain crises
in between visits

Tip: Remember to ask your doctor about treatments. Learning about
the different options available can help you to be better informed when
discussing possible treatment options together.
Tip
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